The Drop-Roll awning can protect your verandah or deck from the sun as well as provide some privacy, adding value to your home and your business.

- Straight drop-roll awnings are perfect for enclosing a patio or deck.
- Roll vertically up and down.
- Can be secured with either stainless steel dog clips, bungys or straps.
- Keep the sun off the house and lower the stain on air conditioners.
- Can be operated by either a cord, gearbox, spring loaded or Somfy Motorization for full operation at a remote control.
- Smart Canvas offers a huge fabric range, including a block out European manufactured acrylic canvas and sunscreen material.
- Protect your verandah or patio from wind and rain, while enjoying the view using clear quality PVC.
- Protect your house from the harsh California sun with a custom made roll up Smart Canvas awning.
Retractable solar screens have long been utilized in European countries to help reduce energy cost while maintaining comfortable interior temperatures. By controlling the amount of sunlight that penetrates your windows. They prevent solar energy from gaining access to your home reducing air conditioning loads up to 50%. A research group studied the energy savings of exterior and interior shading systems and found dramatic improvement in energy blockage of exterior systems with their finding summarized.